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x2. Mode classication of pulsations
2.1. Physical forces
Pulsations reveal various involved physics in dierent modes of oscillation pat-
terns and the frequencies. In order to explain the some pulsation modes, we consider











































where   is adiabatic index, and A
i
















The rst term in the right hand side of eq.(2
.
1) represents the pressure force. This
driving force causes the p-mode. The frequency 
p
of the p-mode is typically given













where M and R are the mass and the radius of the star. The frequency increases
with the number of nodes. The f-mode can be regarded as the lowest node-less one.
The second term in the right hand side of eq.(2
.
1) is related with the buoyant force.
The mode associated with the buoyancy is called g-mode. The typical frequency 
g












where g is the local gravitational acceleration. The value A signicantly depends on
the position. The convectively unstable region corresponds to A g > 0 and stratied
region corresponds to A  g < 0: For isentropic stellar model, we have A  g = 0 and
hence 
g
= 0: Since the thermal force is much weaker than the dynamical pressure
in general, the motion driven by the buoyancy is therefore slow, and the frequency





These p-, g-modes exist in rather simple situation. If another physical ingredient
is important, what happens? New eect changes the modes in general. For example,










 is angular velocity, and 
0
is the frequency of the non-rotating star. In
eq.(2
.
5), we assumed the slow rotation and considered the rst-order eect only.
In addition to the shift of the frequency, the rotation causes a new driving force,
i.e., Coriolis force. The new mode associated with the force is called r-mode. The
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In the limit of no rotation, the frequency is zero. In this way, a new physical eect
causes a new mode associated with it. Another good example of the existence of the
new mode is w-mode
14) - 17)
, which is related with the gravitational wave in general
relativity.
2.2. Oscillation pattern
From the mathematical point of view, the oscillation modes can be divided
into two classes by parity. The displacements on a sphere can be expressed by the
'gradient' or 'rotation' of the spherical harmonics Y
lm
: The polar (or poloidal) mode














The density and pressure perturbations are coupled in this mode. Another type of












This class of displacements is called as the axial (or toroidal) mode. The density
and pressure perturbations are zero on the spherical stars. Rotation however slightly
induces them.
These types of the displacements cause dierent types of the gravitational radi-
ation. The change of the mass moment plays an important role in the polar modes,
whereas that of the mass current plays a role in the axial modes. Both modes are
subject to the CFS instability due to the radiation reaction. The polar f-modes work
only in the rotating stars with nearly break-up speed. On the other hand, recently
discovered r-modes work even in slow rotation. The axial mode therefore deserves
to be examined more extensively.
x3. Rotational eects on the polar modes
In this section, the rotational eects on some p-modes are demonstrated. The
formulation and the numerical results for normal frequencies of the slowly rotating
stars are given in Refs. 18)- 21). The non-radial oscillations with index l  2 are

































is the sound velocity. These two equations show that the perturbations
propagate with the light velocity and sound velocity, respectively. The set of equa-
tions is solved as an eigen-value problem with expf i(t   m)g: We impose the
out-going wave condition at innity. The resultant eigen-value is a complex number.
The imaginary part 
I
represents the decay of the oscillations due to the gravitational
radiation, if 
I
> 0: For the slowly rotating star, the frequency can be expanded with




















Note that the axisymmetric mode (m = 0) is aected only from the second-order of
the rotation. That is, the eect of the centrifugal force etc.
Some frequencies of l = 2 mode are tabulated in Table I. The polytropic stellar






are positive. This result means the counter-rotating mode m < 0 beyond the critical
velocity changes the sign in the pattern speed, i.e., the real part of the frequency and
in the decay rate, i.e., the real part of it. This fact is the condition of the radiation
reaction instability. In this way, the counter-rotating mode becomes unstable for
large angular velocity ": Note that the f-mode is the most crucial among the p-
modes, since the corrections are the largest and the f-mode becomes unstable rst.
The frequencies and the rotational corrections are calculated for a wide range of
stellar models. The numerical calculations
19)
show that these corrections increase
with the relativistic factor M=R: That is, fully relativistic calculation suggests that
the critical angular velocity decreases. This means that the instability sets in even
for smaller angular velocity, as the system becomes more relativistic.


















f 1.17 0.57 0.032 3.10
p
1
2.70 0.32 0.006 1.78
p
2
4.12 0.12 0.001 0.90
x4. Perturbation scheme
The axial oscillation is trivial in the non-rotating stars, since there is no restor-
ing force in the uid stars. The oscillation becomes possible in the rotating stars.
We therefore have to consider the oscillation on the rotating stars, which will be
a diÆcult task. We will consider the slow rotation approximation in the pulsation
equations. That is, pulsation equations are expanded with respect to the rotation
parameter. The method can be applied to the polar modes successfully. In the
spherically symmetric case, the perturbations can be decoupled into the axial and
polar perturbations with spherical harmonic index (l;m): They are respectively de-


























): In the presence of rotation, the
perturbations are described by the mixed state of them. If the perturbation equa-
tions are expanded by the rotation parameter ", then the formal relation between
the axial-led A
lm
and the polar-led P
lm
can be expressed as
0 = [A
lm





















] +    ; (4
.
2)
where the symbol E denotes some functions of order "; and the square bracket for-
mally represents the relation among perturbation functions therein. We assume that





















+   ): (4
.
3)
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2), and comparing each order of ",
we have the following equations of "
n
















































We have here assumed that the perturbation is described by a single spherical har-





= 0; for l
0







4) represents the axial oscillation at the lowest order. Equation (4
.
7) is





can be regarded as the rotational
corrections. The method to solve the equations is straightforward. The rst-order
equations are solved by the axial-led functions. The polar-led functions are expressed
using them. We have the second-order equations with the corrections expressed by
the axial-led functions at the lowest-order. These equations are successively solved
in the following sections. In the actual calculations, we also assume that the time




  O("): This
is true in the r-mode oscillation, as will be conrmed soon.
x5. Axial oscillations in the Cowling approximation
5.1. First-order solution
We will apply the perturbation scheme described in the previous section to the
problem of axial oscillations. In this section, we neglect the gravitational perturba-
tion, that is, we consider the Cowling approximation. The details of the calculations
are explained in Ref. 11). The leading order equation of ÆT

;






































If one solves eq.(5
.
1) by the eigen-value problem, then the solution is expressed
by a delta function. Instead, we will examine the evolution of the perturbation by

























where H(t) is the Heaviside step function. We will consider t > 0 region only, so that




initial disturbance at t = 0 .
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The implications of the result (5
.
3) are as follows. In the Newtonian stars, the
sinusoidal time-dependence can be described by a single frequency,
m(












This is the r-mode frequency measured in the non-rotating frame. In the relativistic
stars, $ is monotonically increasing function of r, $
0
 $  $
R
: The possible


































3) is constrained by the equation of motions





















: These corrections aect the axial parts with indices (l  2; m)
and (l;m): We consider the equation with (l;m) only. Corresponding to eq.(4
.
7),
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5.3. Solution of the radial function - mode specication -
In order to solve eq.(5
.
6), we introduce a complete set of functions y

(r) with








The second-order equation (5
.






























































where we have exploited the freedom of f
(2)
lm
to eliminate the unphysical growing
term in eq.(5
.
12). The value  originated from xing of the initial data becomes
evident for large t, since the accumulation of small eects from the higher order
terms is no longer neglected. As a result, the frequency should be adjusted with
the second-order correction to be a good approximation even for slightly large t, as
eq.(5
.
13). This remedy is known as the renormalization of the frequency, or strained
coordinate for t in the perturbation method
22)
.





7). In the lowest-order calculation, the rst-order spatial function is
not determined, whereas the time-dependence is xed. By considering the next order,
the rst-order spatial function f
(1)
lm;
is specied with the second-order correction of
the frequency : The range and the nature of the correction  can not be explored
without explicitly solving the eigen-value problem (5
.
10), which signicantly depends
on the equilibrium state, in particular, A = 0 or A 6= 0. For the barotropic case





x6. Axial oscillations including gravitational perturbations
6.1. Lowest-order calculation
In this section, we incorporate the metric perturbations. The method to solve the
axial oscillations is the same as in the Cowling approximation. We have additionally












): In the lowest-order, the







































































































































This equation is reduced to an eigen-value equation
7)




















































) = 0; corresponding to the real value of  = $(r
0
): This kind of singular
eigen-value equation is studied for the incompressible shear ow. See the Appendix
for the Rayleigh equation in two dimensional parallel ows. Some important conclu-
sion can be derived from the behavior of the background ow, i.e., the function $
in this problem. For example, the necessary condition of the instability is that the
function $ has inection point, i.e., q = 0: This condition is never satised inside
the star. As a result, the frequency is real and the ow is stable in this order.
6.2. From the Rayleigh to Orr-Sommerfeld equations
In this section, the second-order corrections will be included. The calculation is
straightforward, but very complicated in actual. We only consider the term with the
highest rank of derivative with respect to r. The rank of the derivative is important
)
There is a misprint in the previous paper
7)
.
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factor to determine the type of equations. The term is originated from the second-






is expressed by the second-order
derivative of 
lm
, we have the fourth-order derivative of 
lm
: The term with the

















































































11) eectively gives the 'viscosity' like the Orr-Sommerfeld equation in
the incompressible shear ow. (See Appendix.) The viscosity is important for the
stability of the ows. For the small Reynolds number, the laminar ow is realized,






















The viscosity term will play a key role on the singular point of the rst-order equa-
tion, but the consequence is not clear at moment. It is necessary to explore further
how the eective Reynolds number should operate in the stability and so on.
x7. Summary - pulsations and gravitational waves -
The polar modes, which exist in the spherical non-rotating stars, are extensively
studied so far. The angular dependence of the modes is specied by a single spherical
harmonic index. The decoupled radial equation can be calculated as an eigen-value
problem. The rotational eects are also examined within the rst-order, and the






+   : The relation between the pulsation
and the gravitational radiation is evident in the modes, that is, the gravitational
emission gives the imaginary part of the frequency. The gravitational waves would
therefore give a good insight into the stellar interiors, when observed.
Axial modes never exist in the non-rotating uid stars, but exist in rotating
stars. The oscillations are calculated for the slow-rotation approximation. When the
mode is calculated by the eigen-value problem, large number of spherical harmonics
are required in general
12)
. In this paper, we considered the mode whose angular
dependence is dominated for a single spherical harmonic. As a result, the solution is
constructed by an initial-value problem. The temporal dependence can be written
as an innite sum of the Fourier mode exp( it): The rotational corrections are








(r)+   :At present, the relation
to the gravitational radiation is not clear. From the Newtonian estimates
6)
, the
radiation reaction aects the oscillations in order "
2m+2
: The reaction term should
be even power of "; which is time-asymmetric and originated from the radiative
boundary condition at innity. Rather, the equations describing the axial oscillations
are clearly related with the vortex as the Rayleigh or Orr-Sommerfeld equations.
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Appendix A
Incompressible shear ow
In this appendix, linear perturbation equations of the two-dimensional ows are
summarized for the comparison. The detailed arguments can be written in some
books
23)
of hydrodynamics. The basic parallel ow of incompressible matter is
assumed to (0; u(x)): We consider the perturbation within the inviscid theory, and














This is called Rayleigh's stability equation. Some theorems are proved for the equa-
tion. For example, Rayleigh's inexion-point theorem is stated as follows. A neces-
sary condition for instability is that the basic velocity prole should have an inexion
point, i.e., u
00
= 0: However this condition is not suÆcient. The suÆcient condition
is not yet found.
Viscosity can not be neglected in some ows. If we consider the problem within
the viscous theory, the perturbation equation of the two-dimensional ows is reduced






































`=; where  is kinematical
viscosity, and u
0




























Formally, the Rayleigh equation (A
.





. The Rayleigh equation is a good approximation, if the second
and fourth order derivatives can be neglected. When the condition is no longer valid
in some regions, we have to take account of the viscosity term there. The stability
of the viscous ow signicantly depends on the Reynolds number. For the ow
with low Reynolds number, the ow is laminar, whereas it becomes turbulent for
the high Reynolds number. More detailed arguments with boundary conditions are
indispensable to nd out the critical number, ow pattern and so on.
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